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REVISED 

ANNEXURE II Standard operating procedure (sop) for prevention of fire incidences. 
In market yards 

"NO SMOKING" Board in local language alongwith visual symbol of should be prominently displayed in the market yard. . Fire fighting equipments in working and functional condition. Fire extinguishers in working condition, water filled drums with pieces ofhessian in it/water filled buckets/sand filled buckets etc. in sufficient numbers. 

Vehicles without fire arresters or without their silencer covered with wet hessian should not be allowed to enter into the market yard. 
No electrical pole or open wiring in the market yards. Display Fire Brigade's/Police Station's Telephone Numbers in market yards. 
After weighment of kapas in market yards, the vehicle carrying kapas stocks should be properly covered with tarpaulins. 

At Ginning and Pressing Factory 

Water filled buckets/water filled drums with pieces of hessian in 
it, sand filled buckets etc in sufficient numbers should be available at the factory gate. 

."NO SMOKING" Board in local language alongwith visual symbol 

Adequate arrangements for fire such as availability of hydrants, 

The fire extinguishers should also be periodically checked and 

of should be prominently displayed in the G&P factories. 

fire fighting equipments, water arrangements etc should be made 
and tested from time to time. 

their reflling has to be ensured at regular intervals. 
No entry for vehicles without fire arresters or there silencer 

covered with wet hessian should be allowed near to the kapas 
heaps as there is possibility of fire due to sparking. 
The electrical installations/ wiring, fitting etc. should be properly 
checked by the concerned authorities at frequent intervals. Safety 
norms and standards pertaining to electrification in the premises 
concermed should be strictly adhered to. 
Water hydrant with hoze pipes always attached to it along with its 
nozzle. 
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etns ATft Arqa cCI MARKETING MANUAL Electrical wiring should be properly insulated without any loose contact. 
Cover the electrical motors with the sheet hood to avert spark spread. 

Maintenance plan of machinery and electrification should be displayed in the factory by the Factory Owner. Sufficient fire extinguishers should be available in the gin house. Constant watch and patrolling control within the compound. All stocks should be completely insured. Restriction on any type of fire work such as, cooking, tea-making stalls, peanuts vendor with angethi etc. Huts and temporary constructions should not be allowed to be erected for residential purposes within the Ginning & Pressing compound. No stock of the Corporation should be stored near such huts or temporary constructions. Workers and others frequenting such areas should be effectively checked/prevented from carrying bidis/cigarettes/matchboxes/ lighter and other inflammable substances into the prohibited areas by carrying out searches to the extent desirable to ensure that no such articles are carried by them into "No Smoking" zone. No stock should be stored near road side to avoid throwing of any lighted match sticks, bidis/cigarettes, crackers, sparks from running vehicles etc. 
No stock should be stored near the railway line to avoid ignition due to sparks from the railway engines. No stock should be stored below or near the overhead electrical wires or near any electrical installations/transformers. They should be kept well away from such installations. No large lint stock should be kept for pressing. As far as possible lint should be pressed into bales at earliest possible. In case of pneumatic system where lint is carried in Pala hall directly through pipes, proper arrangement for water has to be ensured in such pala hall. 
As soon as the lot of cotton bales is pressed, the same should be shifted to the godowns instead of keeping them in Ginning & Pressing Factories for longer period. 
Proper picking of foreign materials specially stones, pieces of bricks etc. which may cause spark in processing work culminating into fire. 
Close liaison with the Fire Department, Local Police and Local administration. 

Hot box (kapas cleaner) should be periodically and periodical maintenance should also be carried out of same by factory owner. 
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Heaping Stage 

Heap size should be as per the guidelines / Marketing Manual. 
The heaping area should be declared as "Absolute No Smoking Zone" and "NO SMOKING" Board in local language alongwith visual symbol of 8 should be prominently displayed near the 
heaps. 
While unloading kapas from truck/tractor/trollies, it must be 
ensured that ignition of the respective truck/tractor/trollies is in 
off mode and the silencer is duly covered with wet hessian. 
As far as possible heaps of kapas should be fully covered with 
tarpaulins. 

Silencer of mechanical JCB/hoarders should be covered. 
Water hydrant with hoze pipes always attached to it along with its 
nozzle. 

Heap should not be made too near the hydrants as they may not 
be functional in the event of fire. 
All stocks should be fully insured. 
No overhead wire over the heaps. 
There should be adequate distance between the two heaps and if 

heap is large, at least one galli should be opened in the heap. Sufficient cquantity of water and sand should be kept near the 
heaps which will help in extinguishing the fire at the initial stage. Heap of the kapas should not be made near to the hot box (kapas cleaner). 

Transit of bales to the godowns 
In the process of shifting of bales, care should be taken to 

cover the bales with tarpaulins to avoid the fire incidents due 
to accidental contact with overhead wires. 

Adequate transit insurance should be covered. 
Truck should not be overloaded. 

Portable Fire Extinguisher in the Driver's Cabin having due life 
intact. 
In case the bales cannot be unloaded at godowm, then 
vehicles should not be allowed to be parked adjacent to 
godown. 

At Godown/CWC/swc/APMC/PVT/GSF 

.Godown should be storage-worthy to store the stocks. Audit/ 
Vigilance Officer/Line InCharge etc. should properly inspect the 
godowns for ascertaining storage-worthiness. 
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Windows, shutters of the godown should be fuly intact and it must 
be ensured that the glasses/shutters are not broken. 

Fire extinguishers in working condition, water filled drums with 
pieces of hessian in it/water filled buckets/sand filled buckets etc. 

in sufícient numbers should be available in godowns. The fire 
extinguishers should also be periodically checked and their 
refiling has to be ensured at regular intervals. 
Water hydrant with hoze pipes always attached to it along with its 
nozzle. 

.While loading/unloading cotton bales from truck/tractor/trollies, 
it must be ensured that ignition of the respective 
truck/tractor/trollies is in of mode and the silencer is duly 

covered with wet hessian. 

Electrical connections and kit-kats are removed/disconnectedd 
from the junction box. 

Godowns should also have adequate storage of water. 
There should be a system of continuous watch in the godowns and 

at periodical intervals, say weekly, the godowns must be opened 
and inspected by Godown/Line Incharge. 

Physical and visual inspection by way of stock checking and by 
sniffing through nose to find out if there were smell of carbon, 
smoke, fire in the air. 
Periodical supervision by various visiting officers in a logical and 
systematic manner. 

Day and night watch and ward is a mandatory. 
Bales should be stacked in the godown as per approved stacking 
plan. 
The warehouse receipt should be obtained from CWC/SWC in 
time. 
It should be ensure that there are no dry grass adjacent/ near to 
the godown. 

Composition of various committees 

The Branch must constitute a Committee to identify the 

weak/grey 
equipments/arrangements are lacking. 
The above Committee should suggest corrective measures on 
the spot to the Management of G&P Factories/Godowns for 
averting fire disasters. 

where the fire fighting areas 


